Books for Third Grade
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Library Copy
Available on our website or ask at the desk for a copy.

Chapter Books (J)
Bauer, Marion Dane. Little Cat’s Luck.
A little cat named Patches manages to push out a window screen and leave her house, chasing a falling leaf, and sets out to find a
special place to call her own.

Citro, Asia. Dragons and Marshmallows.
Learning an amazing secret while discovering a glowing photo, young Zoey assists injured magical animals that begin showing up in
her family's backyard barn, an effort that includes caring for a particularly challenging baby dragon.

Hansen, Dustin. Follow That Tiny-Dactyl.
After spotting a miniature pterodactyl, Danny and his best friend Lin encounter a mysterious invention that shrinks them down to
the size of a raisin.

MacLachan, Patricia. The Poet’s Dog.
Alone in a fierce winter storm Nickel and Flora are brave but afraid. A dog finds them. Teddy speaks words and brings them to
shelter. The Poet’s cabin has light, food, and love. But where is the Poet? Teddy will tell the story of how words make poems and
connect those who hear each other.

Martin, Ann M. Missy Piggle-Wiggle and the Whatever Cure.
Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle has gone away unexpectedly and left her niece, Missy Piggle-Wiggle, in charge of the Upside-Down House and
the beloved animals who live there. Families in town soon realize that like her great-aunt, Missy Piggle-Wiggle has inventive cures
for all sorts of childhood (mis)behavior.

Parisi, Mark. Do Not Open!
When Marty finds a cryptic message that claims aliens are observing him, Marty attempts to head off this threat to Earth, find his
missing cat, and get his homework turned in on time, with help of his best friends.

Patterson, James. Word of Mouse.
After escaping from a mysterious lab, a rare blue mouse, who has the ability to read, write, and speak to humans, must use his skills
to help find his family.

Priebe, Gigi. The Adventures of Henry Whiskers.
Living in Queen Mary's famous historical dollhouse at Windsor Castle, Henry Whiskers the mouse is challenged to overcome his
natural timidity to rescue his missing sister from the scary Rat Alley underworld.

Tan, Susan. Cilla Lee-Jenkins: Future Author Extraordinaire.
Priscilla "Cilla" Lee-Jenkins is on a tight deadline. Her baby sister is about to be born, and Cilla needs to become a bestselling author
before her family forgets all about her. So she writes about what she knows best―herself!

Chapter Book Series (J)
Cronin, Doreen. Dark Shadows: Yes, Another Misadventure. (Chicken Squad #4)
When their family reunion is hampered by what appears to be a mysterious shadow culprit, the Chicken Squad is perplexed by the
challenge of fighting a shadow without ruining the event.

Doyle, Bill. The Prize Winners of Piedmont Place. (The Prize Winners of Piedmont Place #1)
Wanting his family to enter a competition that could win them a 20-minute grab-anything prize at the world-famous Wish Shoppe,
Cal thinks of the many things his family members would love and engages in numerous hijinks to make his dream come true.

Hopper, Ada. Invasion of the Insects. (DATA set #6)
Investigating a swarm of creepy-crawly insects that has invaded the town of Newtonburg and converged on Dr. Bunsen's house, the
DATA Set is challenged to discover the source of the pests while searching for Laura, who has gone missing after being shrunken
down to bug size.

Hurwitz, Johanna. Double or Nothing with the Two and Only Kelly Twins. (Two and Only Kelly Twins #2)
Loving everything about being identical twins, Arlene and Ilene are surprised when they discover that they do not share everything
in common, from ice cream preferences to favorite nail polish colors.

Kirby, Lee. Super Turbo Saves the Day! (Super Turbo #1)
Turbo, the crime-fighting hamster from the Captain Awesome series, teams up with fellow superpets at the end of each school day
to fight crime and share heroic adventures.

Krulik, Nancy E. Science No Fair! (Project Droid #1)
When his inventor mother builds him a robot cousin who passes for a human, Logan taps his new family member's super-computer
talents in the hope of winning the third-grade science fair, only to see the robot stolen by a nosey pair of rivals.

Mlynowski, Sarah. Genie in a Bottle. (Whatever After #9)
After Abby and Jonah give Aladdin a bloody nose in a game of dodge ball, they take his place with the evil magician looking for the
magic lamp--and things continue to go downhill from there.

Titus, Eve. Basil in the Wild West. (Basil the Great Mouse Detective #5)
Basil the Great Mouse Detective tackles two mysteries in the Wild West that pit him against the Big Cheeses of American mouse
crime, including a grinning gang of smugglers in New Mexico and a most-wanted outlaw hiding in the desert near the Grand Canyon.

Graphic Novels (J)
Gurney, John Steven. Fuzzy Baseball.
When Blossom Honey Possum joins her favorite baseball team, the Fernwood Valley Fuzzies, she watches her teammates lose hope,
deciding to use her team spirit to encourage her team as they prepare to play the Rocky Ridge Red Claws.

Orchard, Eric. Bera the One-Headed Troll.
Bera doesn't ask for much in life and she certainly isn't looking for any trouble. But trouble comes to find her. A human baby has
arrived in the realm of the trolls and Bera is the only one who wants to return it to its parents.

Non-Fiction
125 Pet Rescues: From Pound to Palace: Homeless Pets Made Happy.
From the dog who saved her owner from a fire, to the cat that plays the piano, to the cow that thinks it's a dog, discover incredible
stories of animals in need who went on to become beloved pets. (636.0832 On)

Davey, Owen. Smart About Sharks.
It’s time to learn about the sea’s most feared (and most misunderstood) residents: sharks! Some deadly, some not so deadly, and
almost just generally misunderstood. Exciting and detailed illustrations fill the page. (597.3 Da)

Eliot, Hannah. Monsters Are Real! And Other Fun Facts.
Introduces some of the world's real-life monsters, including the giant squid, vampire bats, anacondas, and Komodo dragons, and
explains how some mythical monsters may have origins rooted in fact. (001.944 El)

Osborne, Mary Pope. Magic Tree House Incredible Fact Book.
A treasury of the coolest, weirdest, funniest, grossest and most all-around amazing facts gleaned from Jack and Annie's adventures
all over the world is complemented by full-color photography and fun character comments. (031.02 Os)

Wood, Amanda. Lands of Long Ago: Spot the Mistake.
Would a Mayan warrior have worn a watch? Would a Viking have used a compass? Test your knowledge of history and spot 20
mistakes in every scene. Then, turn the page to discover if you were right and learn more fun facts about ancient civilizations.
(909 Wo) (Oversized)

